Back to School

By late August, summertime will be winding down and vacations will be coming to an end in the U.S., signaling that back-to-school time is near. Approximately 56 million American children (grades K-12) will be heading back to school. It’s a time that many children eagerly anticipate — catching up with old friends, making new ones and settling into a new daily routine.

Summer Must-Read for Kids? Any Book. The New York Times, August 2, 2010. A report says that for some children, the reading skills lost over the summer represent about two months worth of schooling. "[...] many children and teenagers, [...]", read few, if any, books during the summer break from school. But the price for keeping the books closed is a high one. Several studies have documented a “summer slide” in reading skills once school lets out each spring. [...] Now new research offers a surprisingly simple, and affordable, solution to the summer reading slide.

Structure of U.S. Education

Education in the U.S. follows a pattern similar to that in many systems. Early childhood education is followed by primary school (called elementary school in the U.S.), middle school, secondary school (high school), and then postsecondary (tertiary) education. Postsecondary education includes non-degree programs that lead to certificates and diplomas plus six degree levels: associate, bachelor, first professional, master, advanced intermediate, and research doctorate. The U.S. system does not offer a second or higher doctorate. The U.S. Dep.

School-level education is considered to be comprehensive from year 1 through year 12, and there are no intermediate awards prior to the completion of secondary school. Some schools and school districts will issue certificates to students who complete kindergarten, elementary or middle school, but these do not have significance other than as achievement markers for having completed the specified grades. Students who do not complete secondary school are considered to be drop-outs, as there are no recognized qualifications issued to students who do not complete secondary education through the 12th year. The only significant exceptions to this practice are the Individual Education Plans for some special education students, which may result in certificates of completion representing a different standard than the high school diploma.

The high school diploma is the basic U.S. qualification awarded to students who graduate from secondary school after 12 years of formal instruction. High school diplomas are issued by states or local districts to public school graduates, and by the school to private school graduates. Homeschooled students may or may not be issued a diploma depending on state policy and parental preference. Some diplomas may state “high school diploma” and others may state “secondary diploma (or certificate)” or simply “diploma.” More

How does achievement of American students compare to students in other countries? (Fact Facts. National Center for Education Statistics)
Statement by the President on the Occasion of Ramadan (Remarks, August 11, 2010)

On behalf of the American people, Michelle and I want to extend our best wishes to Muslims in America and around the world. Ramadan Kareem.

Ramadan is a time when Muslims around the world reflect upon the wisdom and guidance that comes with faith, and the responsibility that human beings have to one another, and to God. This is a time when families gather, friends host iftars, and meals are shared. But Ramadan is also a time of intense devotion and reflection – a time when Muslims fast during the day and pray during the night; when Muslims provide support to others to advance opportunity and prosperity for people everywhere. For all of us must remember that the world we want to build – and the changes that we want to make – must begin in our own hearts, and our own communities.

These rituals remind us of the principles that we hold in common, and Islam’s role in advancing justice, progress, tolerance, and the dignity of all human beings. Ramadan is a celebration of a faith known for great diversity and racial equality. And here in the United States, Ramadan is a reminder that Islam has always been part of America and that American Muslims have made extraordinary contributions to our country. And today, I want to extend my best wishes to the 1.5 billion Muslims around the world – and your families and friends – as you welcome the beginning of Ramadan.

I look forward to hosting an iftar dinner celebrating Ramadan here at the White House later this week, and wish you a blessed month.

May God’s peace be upon you.

Ramadan

Ramadan is the month in which Muslims believe the Koran was revealed to the Prophet Muhammad, beginning with a simple word – iqra. For more than a billion Muslims around the world — including some 2 to 7 million in North America — Ramadan is a month of blessing marked by prayer, fasting, and charity.

Many of the world’s 1.5 billion Muslims will observe the month of Ramadan in different ways, blending their own cultural customs with Islamic traditions of prayer and fasting. In the United States alone, Muslims come from more than 80 countries and represent a mosaic of ethnic, linguistic, ideological, social and economic groups.

Although the principal teachings of Ramadan remain consistent, the fusion between religious tradition and diverse cultures embodies the interconnectivity and diffusion of a modern, globalized world.

Links

- America.gov: Ramadan
- Answers.com: Ramadan
- TeacherPlanet: Ramadan Theme Page
- PBS: 5 Things You Need to Know About ... Ramadan

American.gov articles

- Muslim American Spends Week on Street for Ramadan (Aug. 17)
- Muslim-American Charitable Efforts Extend Beyond Ramadan (Aug. 11)
- American Date Industry Readies Its Products for Ramadan (July 30)

Building a Mosque Near Ground Zero?

A planned Islamic cultural center near the World Trade Center in lower Manhattan, New York, has sparked an increasingly impassioned controversy in the United States.

On August 13, President Barack Obama stepped into one of the thorniest political conflicts of the year, using a White House iftar dinner to issue a forceful defense of a proposal to build a mosque and Muslim community center near the area that is known to the world as Ground Zero.

PBS NewsHour: Mosque near Ground Zero: Local Issue or Matter of National Debate? President Barack Obama: “I wasn’t commenting and I will not comment on the wisdom of making a decision to put a mosque there. I was commenting very specifically on the right that people have that dates back to our founding.”

Lesson Plan: NYT Learning Network: Should a Mosque Be Built Near Ground Zero? Plans to build a mosque – an Islamic place of worship – near ground zero in Manhattan are slated to move ahead despite some strong opposition from some quarters. Do you tend to support or oppose this project, and why? More (August 4, 2010)

Flush: The Birthplace of America’s Religious Freedom

The Birthplace of America's Religious Freedom: The Flushing Remonstrance, signed in 1657 in what is now the New York neighborhood of Flushing, Queens, is the earliest known document in America to argue for religious freedom.

There are four Muslim mosques in Flushing, Queens. The size of the Muslim-American population in the United States is estimated between 2 million to 7 million. According to a 2007 survey by the Pew Research Center, 65 percent of the Muslim-American population are first-generation immigrants, and 61 percent of the foreign-born arrived in the 1990s or this decade. Seventy-seven percent of Muslims living in the United States are citizens, with 65 percent of the foreign-born being naturalized citizens.

Although Muslims live in every corner of the nation, many have settled in major metropolitan areas along the two coasts and in the Midwest: New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Detroit/Flushing. The 10 states with the largest Muslim populations are California, New York, Illinois, New Jersey, Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, Texas, Ohio, and Maryland. There are also established communities near state universities, which often have sizable numbers of foreign-born Muslim students and faculty. (America.gov)
The City

The current edition (Issue 54) of the American Studies Journal explores a topic that might be of particular interest to you and your students: “What is it like to grow up in urban spaces in the U.S.? Teaching “the city” is a common topic in the EFL classroom, and “youth culture” another. But both are difficult to tackle. There is always the danger of misrepresenting a topic so vast, creating stereotypes rather than questioning them and establishing a limited view on the subject. […] Urban movements, urban planning, the etch-a-sketch roots of hip-hop culture and its enormous impact on American culture, as well as global culture, the influence and limitations of youth-oriented American film and the attractiveness of American literature and culture reflecting the troubles of growing up in the late 20th century all come together in a mosaic of impressions and analyses. The picture is not complete, but so is youth culture: ever evolving.” Please see Teaching “Urban Cultures, Urban Landscapes: Growing Up in the American City”: Further Readings and Links.

“The City” in Literature

Are you planning to teach “the city” in your classroom? You might want to consider the following classics in American literature:

The Beat Generation on “The City”
The Town and the City by Jack Kerouac (1950)
BookRags | TeacherVision | History.com
Howl by Allen Ginsberg (1956)
NPR | eNotes | BookRags | PBS
Naturalism in American Literature and the Inner-City Novel
Maggie, a Girl of the Streets by Stephen Crane (1893)
• BookRags | MonkeyNotes | Spark Notes | eNotes
Sister Carrie by Theodore Dreiser (1900)
• eNotes | BookRags | Spark Notes | Read the book online

Upcoming Publication: My Town: Writers on American Cities


Ghosts By Carlo Rotella

My daughter Ling-li, who is 8, has lately been menaced by ghosts. They begin gathering at bedtime, preparing to invade her dreams. Deep in the night, awakened by a particularly vivid nightmare after a string of lesser ones, she pads down the hall to my room and comes around to my side of the bed. “I’m having Bad Thoughts,” she says in the dark, her voice low. “Bring everything.” I am the resident expert on bad dreams, having had them all my life: half-seen, slavering beasts surging through doors that won’t lock and windows too small to fit the frame; a long walk down the corridors of hell with a baseball bat on my shoulder; the same unspeakably hideous movie on every channel and the TV won’t turn off and then, somehow, I’m in the movie. Technique is an antidote to fear, I’ve learned, so I taught Ling-li when she was very small that an ally can enter your dreams to bring you specialized equipment you can use to repel various menaces, and that eventually, as your powers as a dreamer grow, you can dispense with the ally’s intervention and train your sleeping mind to produce the equipment when you need it. […] When people ask me what I like about Boston I usually say that it’s old (for a New World city) and you can go almost everywhere on foot. Neither quality is typical of American city life. I grew up in Chicago, a city that now feels to me like an experiment, a cyclopean model train set scattered just the other day across the prairie. All the pyramids and cathedrals of my childhood rose and fell within living memory — the high-rise housing projects marching away along the verge of the expressway, the monumental ruins of steel mills and factories tumbling in slow motion into the high Prairie grass that eventually claims a deserted lot in Chicago. And Chicago stretches across the flat Midwestern landscape on such an inhuman scale that on a windy February night it feels as if a destination eight blocks distant lies just over the curve of the earth.

Essay
In Focus – Ambassador Murphy’s Heroes

Ambassador Philip Murphy introduces his “heroes” in town hall meetings he holds around the country. Ambassador Murphy believes that teachers are incredibly important.

Across the United States, school buses are rolling out to pick up students and start a new academic year. Joining those yellow buses will be the blue motor coach. Its route will be more than 800 miles long, spanning eight states. Not a typical ride to school. Abroad the blue bus will be U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, heading a Back to School tour with the theme “Courage in the Classroom: Honoring America’s Teachers.” Over the next two weeks Arne will visit schools that are facing challenges head-on—and demonstrating success. He will talk with teachers about how they are helping their students achieve and how the federal government can best support educators. The tour kicks off in the South on Aug. 26 at iconic Central High School in Little Rock, where in 1957 nine courageous teenagers were the first African Americans to desegregate the school. Follow the Back to School tour on ED.gov.

Floodwall: Art Exhibition of Jana Napoli in Berlin
Admission Free, September 10 thru October 15, 2010 on Board of the KURIER Ship

Floodwall, a site-specific art installation from New Orleans composed of 380 drawers that artist Jana Napoli rescued from the debris of Hurricane Katrina, will be presented in Berlin from September 10th to October 15th. Installed on the 1920s “Kurier” ship moored at several locations on the Spree, the exhibition will visit different neighborhoods across the city. Floodwall is sponsored by the U.S. Embassy in Berlin, New Orleans artist Jana Napoli and the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, presenting the Berlin public with an above- & below-deck installation murmuring with the voices and stories from New Orleans. Tue-Sun 10:00-18:00. Maps


International Blog Day – August 31

What Is a Blog? The term "blog" is the shortened form of "weblog" – a diary or journal on the Web. The "blogger" (or author) writes periodically about a certain topic of his or her choosing (personal experiences, thoughts, hobbies, political aspirations, etc.). The blogger can provide links to other websites that s/he thinks might interest the audience. S/he can also allow the readers of the blog to post comments and start discussions about the blog as a whole, or about a particular episode in the blog (one day’s entry).

Type in the words "teacher blog" in any search engine and you’ll find that teachers around the world are blogging all the time about their experiences in the classroom. TeacherVision: What is a Blog?

TeacherVision: The Internet Guide for Students and Teachers - will help educators understand and present the basic concepts of the Internet by offering definitions of relevant terms, clear explanations of concepts, useful diagrams and pictures, and many resources on the Web. This guide is useful for teachers & students alike.

usa.usembassy.de

About the USA is a digital collection of background resources on American society, culture, and political processes. In addition to featuring selected websites, it provides access to documents in full text format (E-Texts) on topics ranging from the history of German-American relations, government and politics to travel, holidays and sports.

This newsletter is produced by the Information Resource Centers/U.S. Diplomatic Mission to Germany.

Please find our newsletter at: http://usa.usembassy.de/classroom/#etn
Register to receive the newsletter on a regular monthly basis: usa.usembassy.de/classroom/newsletter_reg.htm
Order articles via the IRC in your consular district: usa.usembassy.de/classroom/
Questions & Suggestions? Contact: classroom@usembassy.de